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. Abstract 
We consider a system with the infrastructure for the 
creation and interconnection of large numbers of dis- 
tributed persistent objects. This system is exemplijed 
by the Internet: potentially, every appliance and docu- 
ment on the Internet has both persistent state and the 
ability to interact with large numbers of other appli- 
ances and documents on the Internet. This paper elu- 
cidates the characteristics of such a system, and pro- 
poses the compositional requirements of its correspond- 
ing infrastructure. We explore the problems of speci- 
fying, composing, reasoning about, and implementing 
applications in such a system. A specific concern of 
our research is developing the infrastructure to support 
structuring distributed applications by using sequen- 
tial, choice, and parallel composition, in the anarchic 
environment where application compositions may be 
unforeseeable, and interactions may be unknown prior 
to actually occurring. The structuring concepts dis- 
cussed are relevant to a wide range of distributed ap- 
plications; our implementation is illustrated with col- 
laborative Java processes interacting over the Internet, 
but the methodology provided can be app2ied indepen- 
dent of specific platforms. 
1 Introduction 
This paper deals with the problems of specifying, 
composing, reasoning about, and implementing col- 
laborative Internet-based applications. As the use of 
the Internet for collaboration continues to grow, our 
vision of the global information infrastructure is that 
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it will span billions of active persistent objects. The is- 
sues encountered in designing applications using these 
objects are different from those encountered in tra- 
ditional structured distributed systems. This section 
motivates work on these problems. 
1.1 The Problem Domain 
Traditional distributed systems (e.g., a i r - t r d c  
control), are constructed with reliability in mind; for 
such systems, the consequences of failure would be dis- 
astrous. To ensure reliability control, such a system is 
developed and maintained with the overall responsi- 
bility designated to a single agency (in the case of our 
example, the Federal Aviation Administration). By 
contrast, a collaborative application on the Internet 
may be composed of many program units developed 
by different groups of people. For such distributed 
systems, no single agency assumes overall responsibil- 
ity for reliability control. For convenience, we refer to 
the former kind of concurrent system as structured, as 
opposed to the latter kind, which we call anarchic. 
A Simple Example. Figure 1 provides a small ap- 
plication that illustrates the problems of specifying, 
composing, reasoning about, and implementing collab- 
orative Internet-based applications. Suppose an inter- 
est group on collaborative applications is considering 
holding a “Birds of a Feather” (BOF) meeting at the 
HICSS conference. Each siteappointed secretary polls 
the group members to determine (a) whether they will 
be attending HICSS, and (b) if they are attending, the 
evenings during which they can attend a BOF meet- 
ing. Then, the secretaries coordinate with each other, 
generating a few potential meeting times, and each 
secretary checks with its respective group members 
about selecting one. This procedure may have to be 
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repeated until the group converges on a date, or until 
they decide that no date is acceptable to a quorum of 
the members. 
de- 
Ireland 
Figure 1: People at three different universities want 
to decide on a time to meet. Typically, this decision 
is achieved by appointing one or more secretaries to 
coordinate polling and meeting time selection. 
Presently, the procedure of choosing a BOF meet- 
ing time is usually carried out by email. An alternative 
approach is to carry out this procedure automatically 
using a distributed program (that might also verify 
with the group members as a final step). Our work 
is concerned with the theories and tools that facil- 
itate developing such a distributed program. Next, 
we present a few examples of structured concurrent 
systems, and identify the issues that make anarchic 
systems different. 
Structured and Anarchic Systems. Four very 
different applications that can be developed using the 
theories and tools of structured concurrent systems 
are: an air-traffic control system, a parallel simulation 
of fluid flow, a tool that enables computer-aided design 
of VLSI chips, and a database server with a collection 
of clients that perform queries and updates. Some of 
the issues that are different when developing anarchic 
applications (such as an automatic BOF meeting time 
scheduler) are: 
1. In structured systems, the design proceeds from 
a specification, and there is a single entity that is 
ultimately responsible for the design and imple- 
mentation of the system. 
By contrast, all of the processes on the Internet 
that modify calendars might not be drawn from 
the same specification. In the BOF example in 
Figure 1, there might not be a single agency re- 
sponsible for designing and implementing the cal- 
endar processes of all the BOF members in the 
Internet. 
2. The interactions between the components in the 
structured examples are specified as part of the 
design. For example, in the simulation of fluid 
flow, the designers use the specification to deter- 
mine exactly what the components of the simu- 
lation are, how these components interact, and 
where the components are located. 
By contrast, a collaborative distributed applica- 
tion developer might not know which processes 
are going to interact before the interaction itself 
begins. Specifically; by providing a publicly acces- 
sible program interface available on the Internet, 
the developer allows interactions to occur between 
the local program and any other process on the 
Internet cognizant of that interface. A user of the 
program may have to figure out where a compo- 
nent (e.g., the calendar scheduling process of the 
BOF secretary) is located. Also, components can 
allow different checkable access privileges to vari- 
ous other components. 
3. In the structured examples, an application pro- 
gram can be partitioned into components in sys- 
tematic ways. The computer science community 
has discovered methodical ways of dividing a task 
into components, and composing those compc- 
nents using sequential, choice, and parallel com- 
position (c.f., [l, 21). 
In the anarchic case, the components are given, 
and the task is to compose them to achieve some 
end. The application developer needs to deter- 
mine whether components have compatible inter- 
faces, and whether the components can be com- 
posed in a meaningful way. If they cannot be 
composed, the developer must address whether 
they can be refined in a straightforward way, so 
that composition is feasible. 
A specific concern of our research is developing the 
infrastructure that supports structuring distributed 
applications by composing components using sequen- 
tial, choice, and parallel composition, in the anar- 
chic environment of unforeseen applications and un- 
predicted interactions. 
1.2 Contributions of This Work 
Structuring Collaborative Applications. We 
suggest program component units that can be com- 
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posed in systematic ways to create structured dis- 
tributed applications. We propose two kinds of com- 
positional units, processes and sessions, and demon- 
strate properties of these units in the context of other 
work done on the theory of composition. 
Processes can be composed in parallel, and we rea- 
son about processes using theories of parallel compo- 
sition in temporal logic [l, 31. Sessions are collections 
of processes composed in parallel [4, 51, A session is 
specified in terms of the precondition and postcondi- 
tion predicates [SI of its component processes. Sessions 
can be composed using sequential and choice composi- 
tion, and we reason about sessions using theory from 
the field of sequential programming [7]. Distributed 
applications can be structured by nesting processes 
and sessions, and our software infrhtructure [8] sup- 
ports such capability. 
Composing Distributed Objects on the Inter- 
net. We model every program, appliance, and doc- 
ument connected to the Internet with a state that is 
persistent for the lifetime of its corresponding entity, 
as shown in Figure 2. In this model, as in any s ta te  
based approach, the execution of a system is regarded 
as a sequence of states, where a state is an assignment 
of values to a set of variables. 
Figure 2: State is encapsulated in the persistent files of 
an entity's corresponding process. A process is a per- 
sistent object that may be multithreaded. Interfaces 
to other processes provide a mechanism for reliably 
transferring requests to modify local state. 
Given this model, we propose an infrastructure that 
supports the systematic modification of the states of 
arbitrary collections of entities. Specific questions that 
we explore include the following. How are processes 
and sessions specified? What is the interface between 
processes? How does a programmer deal with differ- 
ent processes having different capabilities with respect 
to other processes? What is parallel composition, i.e., 
how can processes be composed together? What are 
the rules that determine that processes can be com- 
posed, and what can be done if these rules are not sat- 
isfied? How can process types and specific instances 
of processes be found on the Internet? How are ses- 
sions composed, and how can sessions be nested within 
processes? 
Programming Model. Our programming model is 
different from the traditional model used in distributed 
systems: each appliance and document on the Inter- 
net has a corresponding state, and access to this state 
is handled by a controlling process. As a result, our 
overall distributed system may have millions of persis- 
tent objects and hundreds of thousands of concurrent 
sessions. One of the issues addressed in this paper is 
the provision of a programming model that has large 
numbers of processes while using limited resources. 
One way in which collaboration among many pro- 
cesses can occur is by using the client-server paradigm: 
all processes are clients of a server process that is 
responsible for coordination. An alternative manner 
of collaboration is to have peer-to-peer interaction 
among processes, for which all processes are respon- 
sible for coordination. We conjecture that our p r e  
gramming model could handle both client-server and 
peer-to-peer interactions, though the focus in this pa- 
per is on peer-to-peer communication. 
Implemented Infrastructure. Our Caltech group 
is designing and implementing an infrastructure [S] 
based on the models and theories of structured com- 
position discussed in this paper. The infrastructure 
allows application developers to design and implement 
collaborative processes and sessions over the Internet. 
Our implementation uses standard platforms that are 
widely available: Java [9], TCP/IP [lo], and the World 
Wide Web [ll]. The focus of our research, however, 
is on basic ideas about composition applicable to any 
collaborative distributed system. As discussed in Sec- 
tion 4, CORBA [12] can be employed to obtain a more 
elegant implementation, but our current system does 
not use this technology. 
2 The Structure of Collaborative Ap- 
plications 
This section elaborates on the basic objects for com- 
position introduced in Section 1.2: processes and ses- 
sions. Specification and composition mechanisms will 
be discussed in Section 3. 
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2.1 Processes and Sessions 
Encapsulating State within Processes. In our 
underlying model, each document and appliance has 
a state that consists of a set of value assignments for 
that given entity's variables. In a reliable distributed 
system, the states of components should be modified 
only in systematic ways. For example, only authen- 
ticated processes should be permitted to modify the 
state of a given process (e.g., an appointments calen- 
dar). In addition, some processes may have privileges 
that other processes do not enjoy. For example, pro- 
cesses corresponding to the chair of a meeting may 
have privileges that processes of ordinary members do 
not possess. firthermore, a reliable distributed sys- 
tem will provide safety mechanisms (e.g., a guarantee 
that disallows two appointments for the same person 
from being scheduled for exactly the same time). 
To enable reliable application development, we en- 
capsulate the state of an entity within a process that 
manages that entity (i.e., document or appliance), as 
illustrated in Figure 2. The state can be changed only 
by servicing requests received Gom other processes. 
From an implementation standpoint, each process is 
a multithreaded persistent Java object that can com- 
municate with other processes using UDP [13]. 
Requests to Modify State. A process cannot 
modify the state of another process directly; however, 
a process P can request a process Q ,  that Q modify 
its state in a manner prescribed by P, as illustrated 
in Figure 3. The kinds of requests that P can make 
of Q depends on the relationship between P and Q; 
for instance, if P is Q's boss, then P can make re- 
quests that Q's subordinates cannot make. The pro- 
cess structure facilitates communication of requests, 
and it also supports verification that requestors have 
appropriate capabilities. 
Figure 3: To modify the state of remote process Q, 
process P sends requests asynchronously. 
Asynchronous Communication, A group of co- 
operating processes (i.e., a session) may be distributed 
on the Internet, anywhere in the world; in one ses- 
sion, all the processes might be in the same room, and 
in another session the processes might be on different 
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continents. In some sessions, processes might have to 
interact with people during the session; for instance, 
a calendar process might need to get the acquiescence 
of the owner of the calendar before appointments are 
set. The time taken by a person to react to a signal 
from a process can vary significantly. Therefore, the 
delay between sending a message and the eventual re- 
sponse to the message can vary a great deal. For this 
reason, asynchronous buffered message-passing mech- 
anisms are used, as illustrated in Figure 3. 
Therefore, the underlying communication mech- 
anism is not a synchronized remote procedure call 
(RPC) 1141; a process P cannot modify Q's state by 
executing an RPC on Q. Rather, a process P can 
send a message to Q requesting that Q execute an 
asynchronous (i.e., one-way) RPC, and this message is 
placed in one of process Q's incoming message queues. 
Process Q determines how its incoming queues are 
managed; for instance, it may give priority to one 
queue over another. 
Our model provides a dynamic mechanism that al- 
lows processes to create and destroy new input and 
output queues during sessions, as illustrated in Fig- 
ure 4. 
lyfc 1 mnc 2 
Figure 4: Process P creates a new input queue X .  
Process Interfaces. A set of incoming message 
queues and a set of outgoing message queues is associ- 
ated with each process. A message queue of a process 
P is a local object of P; message queues can be created 
or eliminated just like any other object. 
As illustrated in Figure 5, an output message queue 
can be bound to an arbitrary number of input queues. 
A message at the head of an output queue is sent to 
every input queue to which it is bound, after which the 
message is deleted from the output queue; each input 
queue gets an identical copy of the message. Assume 
for the time being that all messages are delivered, even 
though the actual protocol (discussed briefly later) al- 
lows for dropped messages and employs timeouts. 
Also as illustrated in Figure 5, an input queue can 
be bound to an arbitrary number of output queues. 
Messages from an output queue to an input queue are 
delivered in the order (Le., first-in first-out or FIFO) 
that they are sent along the corresponding channel. 
Figure 5: An example of process input and output 
queue connections: process P’s output queue is bound 
to process S’s input queue; process Q’s output queue 
is bound to broadcast to  the input queues of processes 
R, S, and T. Messages are fairly merged on process S’s 
input queue. Our messagepassing mechanism ensures 
FIFO delivery of messages on any given channel. 
The sequence of messages delivered to an input queue 
is a fair merge of the sequences of messages sent to the 
input queue &om all the output queues to which it is 
bound. 
Messages queues are typed; the type of a message 
queue specifies exactly which types of messages can 
be placed in the queue. An output queue is bound 
to an input queue only if any message type that can 
appear in the output queue can also appear in the 
input queue; we discuss more about binding later. 
Process Capabilities. A process may have many 
input queues. Each input queue restricts the types 
of messages that can be placed in the queue. A set 
of processes is associated with each input queue, only 
the output queues of these processes can be bound to 
the input queue. In our implementation, this condi- 
tion is ensured by the binding mechanism provided by 
our infrastructure [8]. Thus, the infrastructure facili- 
tates control of messages that can be delivered to the 
input queue of a process. For instance, an input queue 
may restrict the binding to it to only allow “manager” 
processes. 
This set of processes is specified either as an enu- 
merated list or by attributes. Our current design al- 
lows the specification to  be either a list or “any,” but 
there are more sophisticated schemes that fit our over- 
all plan; for instance, an input queue of type colleague 
of a person’s calendar process can be restricted to  be 
bound only to output queues of calendar processes of 
people in that person’s work group. 
A message sent to an input queue from an invalid 
output queue is not delivered; in our implementation, 
an exception is thrown in the sending process. Fur- 
thermore, only messages sent by processes in a speci- 
fied set can be placed in the input queue. Our present 
design does not support security; for instance, it does I 
not prevent a rogue process from pretending to  be an- 
other process. 
Parallel Composition of Processes. One of the 
methods that can be invoked on an output queue binds 
the output queue to a set of input queues. Binding an 
output queue to an input queue sets up a FIFO chan- 
nel from the output queue to the input queue. Parallel 
composition among a set of processes can be achieved 
by binding the input and output queues appropriately; 
we discuss parallel composition of processes in Sec- 
tion 3.1. Our model provides a dynamic mechanism 
that allows the bindings of input and output queues 
to change during sessions, as shown in Figure 6. 
Figure 6: In changing the binding of an output queue 
to a different set of input queues (or, in this case, to a 
different single input queue), a process can perform a 
quickBind or a safeBind. Note that the process that 
has the output queue changes the binding, using an 
asynchronous request. The binding mechanism en- 
sures reliable reconnections when a safeBind is called. 
Each input queue has a unique global address. This 
address is an IP address, socket number, and a local 
address for the input queue on its host processor. A 
process can bind one of its output queues to an input 
queue of another process (or to  one of its own input 
queues). The design has two kinds of bind methods: a 
quickBind and a safeBind. The quick version does not 
check the type and access control of the input queue 
to  which it binds; if binding is invalid, an exception 
is thrown in the sending process when the first invalid 
message is sent along the channel. The safe version 
completes the binding only after checking that binding 
is valid in terms of type and access control, and an 
exception is thrown if the binding is invalid. 
Every message includes in its header the identity 
of the process that sent the message and the message 
type. The communications layer delivers the message 
to an input queue only if the type and access control 
are valid. Each message is checked at the point of 
delivery to the input queue, because the access control 
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list for an input queue can be changed at any point in 
the computation. 
Implementation of Processes. In our implemen- 
tation, a process is a Java program that has a col- 
lection of files (persistent storage) and which inter- 
acts with other processes by operations on its message 
queues. Since the program accesses files, it is imple- 
mented as a Java application program and not as an 
applet. The input and output message queues of a 
process are local objects of the process. 
A method on an output queue (a) changes the set 
of input queues to which the output queue is bound 
either by binding another input queue using quick or 
safe binding or by deleting an input queue from the set, 
or (b) appends a message to the rear of the queue. A 
method on an input queue (a) changes the access con- 
trol list for the queue by adding or removing processes 
from the list, (b) waits until the queue is nonempty 
and then returns the message at the head of the queue 
(and deletes this message from the queue), or (c) re- 
turns a value indicating whether the queue is empty 
or nonempty. 
A process can do anything a Java program can do; 
for instance, it can have one thread for each input 
queue, where each thread waits for a message in its 
input queue. We do not restrict how a process handles 
messages or files. We are developing systematic ways 
for manipulating threads and messages [15], analyz- 
ing application performance [16], and reasoning about 
parallel programs [17, 181, but these methods are not 
discussed in this paper. 
Process Persistence. If each appliance and docu- 
ment attached to the Internet is encapsulated within a 
process, a computer may have to support hundreds or 
thousands of persistent processes. Efficiency require- 
ments limit the number of concurrently executing pro- 
cesses on a computer. Our scheduling layer limits the 
number of concurrently executing processes to those 
that are active - i.e., participating in sessions. 
A request to a process to participate in a session 
is sent to the home address of the process where the 
request is trapped by a scheduler. If the process is 
already executing, the scheduler passes the message 
on to the process. If the process is not executing, 
the scheduler causes the process to execute (forks the 
process), and then passes it the message. 
Process Mobility. Mobile processes are dealt with 
in the following way. Each process has an unchanging 
L‘home’’ address. This home address can be found by 
using search engines on the Web, for instance. The 
home address includes the unchanging address of an 
input queue to which requests to participate in sessions 
are sent. Thus, in phase 1 of session initiation, the ini- 
tiator sends request messages to permanent home ad- 
dresses. A member process that agrees to participate 
in the session replies with the addresses of its input 
queues; these addresses can be dynamic. The address 
of an input queue for a mobile process can be on a 
different processor than its home address. In phase 
2, processes bind their output queues to input queue 
addresses returned in phase 1. For example, in Fig- 
ure 7, the calendar processes could reside on different 
machines from their home addresses; when an initiator 
attempts to set up a session, it performs this two-phase 
protocol to locate processes and commit them to the 
session (initiute-and-commit). 
The present design requires a process to be immo- 
bile during its participation in a session: it cannot 
change the addresses of its input queues during a ses- 
sion though it can change the addresses after the end 
of one session and before the start of the next. The 
design can be extended, by using message indirection 
for instance, to deal with mobility during a session. 
2.2 Putting the Pieces Together: A BOF 
Scheduling Session 
Consider the example from Section 1.1 of a secre- 
tary setting up a BOF meeting with members from 
different sites. Prior to the session, each committee 
member has installed a calendar process on her or his 
machine. Each calendar process operates within a sin- 
gle address space, communicates with files by standard 
1/0 operations, and communicates with other calen- 
dar processes through communication requests. For 
the actual implementation, an Internet address is as- 
sociated with each process. 
A session is an instance of an application, imple- 
mented as a network of processes. As illustrated in 
Figure 7, the BOF scheduling session consists of many 
different types of processes: an initiator process that 
sets up connections and relays address information, 
user calendar processes with access to the appointment 
calendars of individual users, and a secretary process 
that coordinates the collection of information and the 
decision and broadcasting of a suitable meeting time. 
Programs corresponding to each process type are in- 
stalled on the appropriate machines; for the session 
in Figure 7, the calendar user processes and secretary 
process are processes running on their respective users’ 
desktop computers. 
Associated with each session is an initial process - 
the initiator process - that is responsible for linking 
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teristics oridnallv caused us to label this distributed 
Figure 7 An initiator process uses the invoker's ad- 
dress directory to set up a session between existing 
calendar and secretary processes. 
processes together. In the BOF scheduling example, 
someone (e.g., a person or a person's process) sets up 
the initiator process. Processes are composed in par- 
allel to form a session in two phases, as follows. 
The initiator sends a request to each of the pro- 
cesses in the session's initial membership list; this re- 
quest is a message asking the recipient to participate 
in the session. Each session has a unique identity: 
(process number, sequence number). A member pro- 
cess responds to the request either by refusing to par- 
ticipate or by agreeing to participate. It may refuse 
to participate because (for instance) its access con- 
trol does not permit this participation, or because it 
is already participating in another session, and that 
session's specification forbids the process from con- 
currently participating in more than one session. If 
it agrees to participate, it replies with the (global) ad- 
dresses of its input queues that are to be connected to 
the output queues of other processes in the session. 
After receiving replies from all member processes 
(or timing out), the initiator sends a second message 
to all of the members, informing them either to ini- 
tiate or to abort the session. A message to initiate 
the session contains the addresses of the input queues 
to which each member process is to bind its output 
queues. A process, on receiving the initiate message, 
binds its output queues to appropriate input queues 
and starts its threads, and thus begins its participa- 
tion in the session. After completing their tasks, the 
member processes close the session, having each mod- 
ified their local states. 
3 Process and Session Specifications 
and Compositions 
Any process on the Internet may attempt to initiate 
a session. The participants in a session are not known 
until the session is initiated. Recall that these charac- 
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system anarchic in Section 1.1. In this section, we 
propose compositional methodologies that help appli- 
cation developers deal with the anarchy. 
Specifications. A specification is a precise defini- 
tion of behavior. In our model, common specifications 
allow application developers to write programs with 
an understanding of: 
1. How the processes modify their local states 
through the process specifications. 
2. How those processes communicate and interact 
through the interface specifications of the input 
queues and output queues. 
3. How those processes can be composed on a net- 
work through the session specifications. 
Specifications are discussed in greater detail in [20]. 
Reasoning. Specifications allow application devel- 
opers to reason about the correctness of their pro- 
cesses, interactions, and sessions. Correctness verifi- 
cation is achieved using preconditions and postcondi- 
tions, which are assertions on the states of program 
components before and after the execution of state- 
ments that cause a transition from one state to an- 
other. 
Composition. Program components can be com- 
posed in a number of ways: sequentially, by choice, 
and in parallel. Given some number of components, 
with sequential composition, all of the components are 
executed in order, one after the other. By contrast, 
given some number of components, with parallel com- 
position, all of the components are executed in some 
order that cannot be predicted; this execution might 
happen concurrently on multiple machines. Also, 
given a number of alternative components, choice com- 
position chooses one to execute under some specified 
arbitration policy. The different types of composition 
may be nested to create larger programs from smaller 
program components. 
3.1 Specification and Reasoning about 
Processes 
In our implementation, a process is a Java pro- 
gram with files (i.e., persistent state), that can interact 
with other processes by sending and receiving mes- 
sages through its output and input queues. We reason 
about a process as a state transition system. The state 
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of a process includes the states of its input and out- 
put queues. There are two kinds of state transitions in 
the process: (a) transitions in which the process takes 
a step, and (b) transitions in which the communica- 
tion layer takes a step and modifies message queues or 
raises message-related exceptions. 
A state transition in which the process takes a step 
is an action by a thread of the process. An action 
can change the program counter of the thread, change 
local variables, append a message to an output queue, 
receive a message from an input queue, or query an 
input queue. An action in which the communication 
layer takes a step can append a message to an input 
queue, remove the message at the head of an output 
queue, or raise message-related exceptions. 
A specification of a process is defined in terms of 
the externally visible aspects of the process: the mes- 
sages delivered to  and sent by the process, and also 
the process state. For instance, in a calendar ap- 
plication, a specification for processing a “make ap- 
pointment” message is that the state (e.g., the ap- 
pointments schedule) has changed appropriately. Even 
if the entire process state is not externally visible, 
some predicates on the state (which can be defined 
as “thought” or auxiliary variables) are visible. 
Process specifications are given in terms of safety 
properties (e.g., next, stable, and invariant) and 
progress properties (defined using leads-to) 11, 3, 191. 
Processes can only be composed in parallel; we do 
not deal with sequentid or choice composition of pro- 
cesses, though we do support sequential and choice 
composition of sessions. 
3.2 Specification and Reasoning about 
Sessions 
A session is defined in terms of preconditions and 
postconditions on the states of processes that partici- 
pate in the session. A session that is initiated with the 
prescribed preconditions on specified processes must 
terminate establishing the prescribed postconditions 
on the processes. For instance, a session to establish 
a time for a BOF meeting has the precondition true 
and the postcondition that the state (i.e., calendar) 
of each member attending the meeting is changed to 
record the appointment for the meeting. 
A session may be implemented by parallel compo- 
sition of processes. Since a session does not have in- 
put message queues and output message queues, there 
is no way to bind one session to  another by binding 
message queues. Since sessions themselves cannot be 
composed in parallel, sessions can be defined in terms 
of preconditions and postconditions. 
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We reason about a session as an atomic operation 
that can change the states of several processes. Ses- 
sions can be composed in any of the ways in which 
statements in a process are composed. For instance, 
sessions can be composed using sequential and choice 
composition. Different threads of a process can ex- 
ecute sessions concurrently. Thus, since our system 
supports threads (because Java does), parallel compo- 
sition of sessions is possible by having parallel threads 
initiate sessions. 
w 
Figure 8: Sessions can be composed into the threads 
of processes in any of the ways in which other state- 
ments can be composed into processes; for example, 
in this figure, sessions are sequentially composed into 
process threads. When all of the participating pro- 
cesses commit to a session, the session is initiated, 
and the corresponding threads suspend; when the ses- 
sion terminates, the modified process states are saved 
in the persistent store, and the suspended threads re- 
sume. 
Since a session can be encapsulated within a state- 
ment in a thread of a process, and since processes can 
be composed to form sessions, we conjecture that the 
arbitrary nesting of processes and sessions can be s u p  
ported, given certain constraints. We are presently 
investigating what those constraints should be. 
These concepts are illustrated in Figure 8. Suppose 
we have threads running in four Java processes P, Q, 
R, and S. Using the two-phase initiate-and-commit 
(described in Section 2.1), processes P, Q, and S can 
synchronize and enter a session together. The corre- 
sponding threads in those processes suspend while the 
session takes place. Meanwhile, other threads in those 
processes (and threads in other processes such as R) 
can execute normally (or enter into other sessions that 
do not interfere with this session with respect to the 
corresponding process states). When the session ter- 
minates, the threads in processes P, Q, and S resume. 
Later, if the threads in processes Q and R want to 
hold a session, they can do so, using the same tech- 
nique. As indicated previously, we can reason about 
each of these sessions simply as a single operation in 
a thread, that potentially modifies the states of the 
participating processes. 
Our infrastructure supports services to sessions, in- 
cluding tokens, logical clocks, distributed data struc- 
tures, and process stack layering. In addition, our in- 
frastructure supports session services for finding dis- 
tributed objects, using URLs and type-based inher- 
itance of interfaces. These services are described in 
detail in [20]. 
4 Related Work 
Research has yielded many theories, methods, and 
tools to help application developers use distributed 
systems [21], distributed languages [22], and dis- 
tributed algorithms [l, 231. Our programming model 
and theories of structured composition build on this 
research and recent work in formal methods (7, 2, 4, 
5, 3, 191. 
To supplement our model, we are designing and 
implementing a communication infrastructure [8] , in 
which processes can be written as multithreaded Java 
objects called dapplets. Using the compositional the- 
ory described in this paper, dapplets can be com- 
posed into sessions, wherein the states of the compo- 
nent dapplets can be modified in a peer-to-peer fash- 
ion through transactions. We provide formally verified 
reliable libraries for synchronization between threads 
(e.g., single-assignment variables, reusable barriers, 
locks, and semaphores, as specified in [15]), and will 
be working on formally verified reliable libraries pro- 
viding services for use in sessions (e.g., tokens, clocks, 
distributed data structures, and stack layering facili- 
ties, as specified in [8]). 
Our implementation shares many design features of 
network objects [24], including distributed typecheck- 
ing, transparent remote invocation, marshaling, and 
buffered streams. A network object is an object whose 
methods can be invoked by other local and remote pro- 
grams; network objects ensure distributed type safety 
with the narrowest surrogate rule, which allows pro- 
grammers to export new versions of distributed ser- 
vices as subtypes of previous versions. Many sys- 
tems, including the Obliq distributed scripting lan- 
guage [25] , have been built using Modula-3 network 
objects. Obliq objects have state and are local to a 
site; Obliq enables a dynamic form of distributed pro- 
gramming, where objects can redirect their behavior 
over the network, and where computations can roam 
between network sites. 
Obliq allows mobility of program code as well as 
the context in which the code operates; similarly, Tele- 
script [26] allows mobile agents that carry their con- 
text with them as they move from location to loca- 
tion. Whereas Obliq contexts can include established 
network connections, agents are self-contained and 
resource-limited: instead of communicating remotely 
with other locations, agents move themselves to a re- 
mote location site and communicate locally. Agents 
share collaborative characteristics with our dapplets: 
they can run unattended for a long time, meeting and 
interacting with other agents. 
Although our dapplet support for collaborative dis- 
tributed application development was implemented 
using Java, the theories and tools for composition 
we propose are employable in conjunction with other 
platforms, such as CORBA-compliant Object Request 
Brokers [12]. CORBA is a language-independent in- 
dustry standard for remote invocation; through Object 
Request Brokers, objects in one location in a network 
can invoke methods on other objects in the network 
in a location-independent manner. This characteris- 
tic is best suited for client-server application develop- 
ment; however, the structured compositional approach 
described in this paper can also be a useful design 
methodology when developing CORBA-compliant dis- 
tributed peer-to-peer object computations. 
Putting the concepts discussed in this paper into 
the distributed object context, processes are objects 
that interact using remote procedure calls [14], and the 
interfaces through which they receive messages are the 
public interfaces they export. Sessions are conglom- 
erations of interacting objects; such object interface 
definitions are part of the CORBA standard, which 
defines an implementation language-independent in- 
terface definition language. This interface definition 
provides a convenient framework in which to specify 
the behavior of services available to sessions as well. 
An example of a COMA-like object system is the 
Inter-Language Unification (ILU) system [27]. The 
object interfaces provided by E U  hide implementa- 
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tion distinctions between different languages, between 
different address spaces, and between operating sys- 
tem types. ILU can be used to build multi-lingual 
distributed object systems; remote procedure call ser- 
vices can be described and used as ILU objects. 
5 Summary 
We presented a modular model for developers of 
distributed systems where the exact ways in which in- 
teracting applications can be composed may be unfore- 
seeable. Our theory provides two fundamental struc- 
turing units, processes and sessions, that can be devel- 
oped using nested sequential, choice, and parallel com- 
position. We investigated solutions It0 the problems 
of specifying, composing, reasoning about, and imple- 
menting distributed applications, through the use of 
processes and sessions. Combined with the theory of 
systematic process and session composition, our in- 
frastructure tools, implemented using Java, allow a 
developer to create collaborative distributed applica- 
tions on the Internet. 
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